
REFERENCE OD STÁŽISTŮ – EDISON FALL 2015 

Cristina z Rumunska 

Everything for me in this school was verry good, the childrens were so happy to have as and 

they really love us.Also all the presents from them were more the we expected. The teachers 

were so nice with us and they tryed to make us feel like home. I can just thanks to the 

teachers and parents for all their help and big congratuations for the childrens. 

 

Ilya ze Srbska 

Elementary school U Lesa , has met all the expectations I had, everything was perfect , from 

students to professors , the food too, every single thing . Cooperation by professors 

influenced to our presentation to be perfect . I think I presented Serbia in a wonderful way, 

to children who didn't know much about it, also I think that we somehow encouraged them 

to learn english language in some indirect way. 

Mert z Turecka 

Teachers were so nice even from the first day, all of our requirements has covered.(those 

cakes were awesome) and students also so active we did not get bored like other schools. 

After these parameters and circumstances, i can say best school we had   thank you for 

everything 

 

Abed z Jordánska 

I joined this project for the second time and honestly I have never been at better school than 

ZS U Lesa. I really liked how teachers were willing and happy from their work and also from 

this AIESEC project. Everything had great organization side so we had time to focus 

everything to our presentations. Children were also so nice, helpful and interested in our 

coutries so I sometimes felt like movie star :D Anyway I am so thankful that I had posibility to 

be part of this amazing school and I wish you the best! 


